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Development of a Novel Robotic Dolphin and Its
Application to Water Quality Monitoring

Zhengxing Wu, Jincun Liu, Junzhi Yu , Senior Member, IEEE, and Hao Fang

Abstract—This paper presents the mechatronic design
and hydrodynamic analysis of a novel bioinspired robotic
dolphin used for mobile water quality monitoring. A comple-
mentary configuration for mimicry of dolphin-like propul-
sion is first presented, involving a waist–fluke propulsive
unit for dorsoventral oscillations and a pair of flippers
with separate degree of freedom for three-dimensional (3-D)
maneuvers. A host of onboard sensors is equipped to
strengthen the capability of environment perception and
mission execution on a near real-time basis. Considering
the dynamic requirement for motion transition in water qual-
ity monitoring, a central pattern generator based controller
is then built to govern the multimodal locomotion of the
robotic dolphin. Moreover, a 3-D dynamic model based on
the Lagrange method is employed to predict the propulsive
performance, followed by simulations of continuous diving
and surfacing motions. Finally, both laboratory and field ex-
periments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the presented mechatronic design and control methods.
The results further show that the robotic dolphin with 3-D
maneuverability offers a feasible solution to aquatic mobile
sensing.

Index Terms—Bioinspired, mobile sensing, motion con-
trol, robotic dolphin, water quality monitoring.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HUGE OCEANS, the cradle of life, breed various kinds of
creatures that evolve particular body structures and suit-

able propulsion modes to adapt to complex ocean environments.
For instance, Pacific bluefin tunas (Thunnus orientalis) use their
bodies and caudal fins for fast propulsion [1]; Manta rays (Manta
birostris) undulate their pectoral fins in steady swimming [2];
and jellyfishes graciously jet through water depending on their
gelatinous umbrella-shaped bells [3]. As a typical marine mam-
mal, dolphins have developed much more flexible and stronger
posterior bodies and flukes, exhibiting astounding swimming
abilities. They can easily achieve a very high propulsive speed
over 11 m/s, and then leap up to several meters out of the water,
even perform several turns in the air. Such outstanding skills
have surprised people and attracted considerable attention from
researchers [4], [5]. Taking more direct inspiration from nature,
bioinspired robotic dolphin comes into being as a propulsive
platform [6]–[8]. The well-developed robotic dolphin has the
potential to achieve similar swimming skills through replicating
dolphinlike dorsoventral structure and oscillations. Depending
on remarkable abilities of high maneuverability, high speed, and
low noise far better than man-made autonomous underwater ve-
hicles (AUVs), robotic dolphins are expected to take the place of
traditional AUVs to execute some specific missions in complex
underwater environments.

Benefiting from the fast development of robotics, bionics,
mechanics, and electronics [9], [10], robotic dolphins obtain
much better performance than before. They can accomplish
excellent acrobatic maneuvers, such as frontflip and backflip
[11], compared with the earliest one only replicating simple
dolphinlike swimming [12]. Because of aiming to the laboratory
study, these robotic dolphins always adopt a simple mechanical
design style, e.g., a multilink propulsive unit with a waterproof
skin [11], [13], [14]. As for the motion control of the robots,
most research works address the propulsive optimization,
high-maneuverability motion, as well as depth control. For
instance, Ren et al. put forward an average propulsive speed
implementation approach for a robotic dolphin [14]; Yu et al.
developed a fast-swimming robotic dolphin with a maximum
speed of 2.85 body lengths per second (i.e., BL/s), which can
leap out of the water with ease [15], [16]; Cao et al. proposed
a heading controller based on a self-turning fuzzy strategy for a
robotic dolphin to improve control accuracy and stability [17].
In spite of successful implementation of dolphinlike swimming
and turning maneuvers, these robotic dolphins primarily focus
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on the laboratory researches but neither on field researches nor
practical applications.

To date, some bioinspired underwater robots, such as robotic
fish and robotic dolphin, have been applied to some practical
tasks, especially in water quality monitoring. Liang et al. de-
veloped a caudal-fin-driven biorobotic SPC-III to successfully
realize a 49-km probe experiment and collect concentration dis-
tributing data of blue-green algae in Tai Lake [18]; Shen et al.
developed a water quality monitoring system based on a robotic
dolphin to collect pH value, electrical conductivity, dissolved
oxygen, and turbidity [19]; Ryuh et al. developed a multiagent
robotic fish system applied for marine information collection in-
cluding water temperature and pollution level [20]; Zhang et al.
developed a gliding robotic fish for the sampling of harmful
algae concentration in the Wintergreen Lake [21]. Compared
with some standard AUVs applied to water quality monitoring,
these bioinspired robots maybe slightly lower speed, but they al-
ways have much higher maneuverability, lower noise, and more
security, especially in underwater environments with cluttered
weeds. Considering excellent swimming ability of robotic dol-
phins, we develop an integrative solution to mobile water quality
monitoring in this paper.

The main objective of this paper is to develop an underwa-
ter mobile sensing oriented robotic dolphin system. To imitate
dolphinlike propulsion, the robotic dolphin has two pitch joints
termed waist and fluke to perform dorsoventral oscillations and
a pair of flippers with separate degree of freedom (DOF) to
realize turning maneuvers. Besides, adequate consideration has
been given to structural waterproofing and motion transition.
Compared with the existing robotic dolphins largely relying on
waterproof skins and glue sealants for waterproofing purposes
[15], [19], the pressure shell made of polyformaldehyde (POM)
and double dynamic seals of Glyd rings are used in the developed
robotic dolphin. In the meantime, a central pattern generator
(CPG) based controller is built to yield multimodal locomotion
and smooth locomotion transition. A series of simulation and
field experiments are performed to verify the proposed methods.
Particularly, the robotic dolphin successfully performs the water
quality monitoring on the Tibetan Plateau, where the air pres-
sure will cause some issues for the robot from a plain, such as
the depth inaccuracy and the imbalance in water. Thanks to the
well-developed mechatronic design, the robotic dolphin has a
better resistance to imbalance from the air pressure, in compar-
ison with the traditional robotic dolphin with waterproof skins.
Besides, a particular recalibration program is established to re-
calibrate the pressure sensor for water depth. Hence, our robotic
dolphin can successfully fulfil the task. The results obtained in-
dicate that the self-propelled and self-contained robotic dolphin
is a suitable and promising underwater propulsion platform for
mobile sensing. According to the authors’ knowledge, this is the
first time that the robotic dolphin based water quality monitoring
is realized on the Tibetan Plateau, the roof of the world.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The
overall mechatronic design of the robotic dolphin is described
in Section II. The CPG-based locomotion control is presented in
Section III. Hydrodynamic analysis of three-dimensional (3-D)
dolphinlike motions for the performance prediction is detailed

Fig. 1. Mechanical design of the conceived robotic dolphin. (a) Con-
ceptual design. (b) Robotic prototype.

in Section IV. Section V gives both simulation and experimental
results of the robot implementing multimodal motions and water
quality monitoring task. Finally, concluding remarks are offered
in Section VI.

II. MECHATRONIC DESIGN OF THE ROBOTIC DOLPHIN

Depending on powerful posterior bodies with high-
aspect-ratio flukes, dolphins can easily achieve high-speed and
high-maneuverability locomotion. From the view of mechanical
engineering, however, it is very tough to replicate a continuous
posterior body for such amazing swimming performance. In
such a situation, we should not blindly duplicate the biological
structures but selectively absorb the biological advantages for
certain engineering purposes.

Fig. 1 shows the mechanical design of the conceived robotic
dolphin for water quality monitoring. For the sake of hydrody-
namic performance, the robot adopts a well-streamlined body
shape modeled after a killer whale, offering an expected lift–
drag ratio. Compared with some common dolphinslike bot-
tlenose dolphins, the killer whale has a chubby body shape
that can provide a higher space utilization rate and make the
fabrication easier. The resulting robot is about 0.74 m long and
weighs about 7.24 kg. Table I tabulates basic feature parameters
of the robotic prototype.

Specifically, the robotic dolphin consists of three parts: a
semitransparent head cabinet, a large control cabinet, and a cau-
dal cabinet with a horizontal fluke. The head mainly holds a
host of sensors, such as a waterproof camera on the top, three
infrared detectors for obstacle avoidance, an inertial measure-
ment unit (IMU) for attitude perception, and a pressure sensor
in the bottom for depth detection. In order to obtain a moderate
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TABLE I
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF THE DEVELOPED ROBOTIC PROTOTYPE

Items Characteristics

Size (L ×W ×H ) Approx. 740 mm × 130 mm× 350 mm
Total mass Approx. 7.24 kg
Joint configuration Posterior body: 2; Pectoral fins: 2
Onboard sensors Infrared detectors, pressure sensor,

GPS, IMU, and camera
Drive mode DC motors, digital servomotors
Control mode Wireless (RF, 433 MHz) or autonomous mode
Power supply 22.2 V rechargeable Li-polymer batteries
Operation time Approx. 3.5 h

transparency, the head shell is made of polymethyl methacry-
late. The other hard pressure shells, including control cabinet
and caudal cabinet, are all made of polyformaldehyde, which is
an engineering thermoplastic used in precision parts requiring
high stiffness, low friction, and excellent dimensional stability.
To ensure 3-D maneuverability, a pair of flippers with separate
DOF is incorporated into the control cabinet. Driven by two flat
servomotors, the flippers are able to execute forward swimming,
diving, surfacing, and turning maneuvers. The control cabinet
also contains other main mechanical and electronic components,
such as a pectoral structure, a dorsal structure, a waist structure,
several control boards, rechargeable batteries, etc. To enhance
GPS signals in water, the GPS antenna is installed on top of
the dorsal fin. Meanwhile, the water quality multiprobes that
can collect the water information about electrical conductivity,
pH value, and temperature are fixed under the robotic dolphin.
Note that the multiprobes can be replaced depending on the
various requirements in practice. Moreover, the water quality
multiprobes are designed to maintain a basic equilibrium be-
tween gravity and buoyancy. Therefore, the robotic dolphin can
propel normally as an underwater platform even if the water
quality sensors are removed.

An effective and powerful propulsive unit is a key to achieve
dolphinlike swimming. Different from continuous body in a real
dolphin, the robot employs two pitching joints named waist and
fluke to execute symmetrical sinusoidal dorsoventral oscilla-
tions. Apparently, fewer joints can effectively reduce complex-
ity and enhance stability of the robotic system, especially in
complex underwater environments. In order to alter the turning
direction from roll to pitch, two groups of reduction bevel gear
set are utilized by the waist and fluke joints. Moreover, the aux-
iliary fins including flippers, dorsal fin, and horizontal fluke are
all made of polypropylene (a kind of lightweight material), and
adopt the same airfoil (NACA 0018) for better hydrodynamic
performance.

Another aspect that should be mentioned is waterproofing is-
sues. The existing robotic dolphins often rely on emulsion skins
and glue sealants to achieve waterproofing effects. These seal-
ing methods could be applied to laboratory experiments, but not
suitable for field deepwater areas. Because of easy degradation
and scarification, the emulsion skins greatly reduce the lifetime
and security coefficient of the robot. Besides, the glue sealants
cannot bear relative larger water pressure and result in a limited
submergence depth for the robot. To this end, we have devised

Fig. 2. Integrated dynamic seal mechanism. (a) Mechanism of the
waist joint. (b) Cutaway view of the dynamic seal. (c) Exploded view of
the dynamic seal.

a specialized sealing unit based on mechanically dynamic seals.
Take the waist structure for example, as shown in Fig. 2(a). For
the sake of convenient installation and easy replacement, the
dynamic seal unit is designed as a separate module. Two Glyd
rings are employed. Glyd ring is a typical dynamic seal product,
consisting of a dynamic ring made of polytetrafluoroethylene
for high wear resistance and a rubber O-ring for elastic com-
pensation. The maximum work pressure that Glyd ring bears
is up to 30 MPa. Therefore, the Glyd ring can fully satisfy the
requirement of underwater sensing. Fig. 2(b) shows the cutaway
view of the developed dynamic seal unit. As can be observed,
a steel baffle is fixed to lock two Glyd rings. Meanwhile, the
whole cavum, whose ends are fixed by bearings to reduce vi-
brates of the shaft, is filled with nonhydrophilic, frictionless
grease. Regarding the separation design style, a fluororubber
O-ring is used for static seals between the cover and the waist
cabinet. Besides, two check rings fixed outside of the bearings
are used to lock the bearings. The detailed assembly sequences
are drawn in Fig. 2(c). After a series of pressurization tests, the
dynamic seals can work normally with a maximum water depth
of 150 m. Considering the working depth of the robotic dolphin
is only 20 m, we actively terminate the pressurization tests, in
spite that it is far away from 30 MPa specified in the technical
manual. In particular, the rotational shafts in flipper and fluke
joints also adopt the same dynamic seals.

III. CPG-BASED LOCOMOTION CONTROL

This section will present a CPG-based control method for the
robotic dolphin to accomplish multimodal motions. Compared
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Fig. 3. Topology of the proposed CPG network.

with the traditional offline control method, e.g., dolphin body
wave equations, CPG as an online gain generator is able to
change the characteristics of the output signals and to maintain
smooth and continuous signals even if parameters are varied
[22], [23]. As a consequence, the CPG-based method is well
suited to trajectory transition for multimodal motions of the
robotic dolphin in [24].

Here, we directly give the used CPGs model that is based
on Hopf oscillators. For more details of the CPG-based control
method for robotic fish and robotic dolphin refer to our previous
work [25], [26]

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

ẋi = −ωiyi + xi(m2
i − x2

i − y2
i )

+ h1(xi−1 cos ξi + yi−1 sin ξi)
ẏi = ωixi + yi(m2

i − x2
i − y2

i )
+ h2(xi+1 sin ξi+1 + yi+1 cos ξi+1)

(1)

where xi and yi denote the state variables of the ith oscillating
neurons. ωi and mi stand for the intrinsic oscillatory frequency
and amplitude, respectively. ξi denotes the phase lag of the out-
put signals. h1 and h2 are positive constants that denote the
coupling strength. In this paper, the same frequency param-
eter ωi = ω and phase lag parameter ξi = ξ are used for all
oscillators.

Fig. 3 further illustrates the topology of the proposed CPG
network. As can be clearly identified, the whole network is
comprised of three kinds of CPGs termed pectoral CPG, waist
CPG, and caudal CPG, which interact with each other according
to the nearest neighbor interaction principle. Notice that the
coupling between flippers and waist is optional, depending on
the used swimming patterns, e.g., body and/or caudal fin (BCF)
locomotion, median and/or paired fin (MPF) locomotion, or
coupled motion of both the BCF and MPF [27].

Fig. 4. Coordinate systems defined to describe dolphinlike motions.

IV. DYNAMIC MODELING OF THE ROBOTIC DOLPHIN

In this section, we will elaborate 3-D dynamic modeling of the
developed robotic dolphin via an effective Lagrangian approach.

A. Coordinate Frames and Notations

To clearly describe dolphinlike swimming dynamics, coor-
dinate systems are illustrated in Fig. 4. For the convenience
of description, the robotic dolphin is regarded as a multi-rigid-
body system, comprising five parts termed body (i = b), waist
(i = w), fluke (i = f ), left flipper (i = l), and right flipper
(i = r). Now, we define the global inertial reference frame and
body-fixed moving reference frames to express interaction be-
tween the dolphin body and the surrounding fluids. As for the
former, it is established with the origin placed at the center of
buoyancy (CB) of the robotic dolphin, which is described as
Og − xgyg zg ; the xg -axis directs to the fluke; the zg -axis is
directed toward the dorsoventral axis in the vertical plane; and
the yg -axis follows the right-hand rule. The body-fixed moving
reference frames are described byOi − xiyizi , where the origin
Oi lies in the starting point of every link except the origin of
Ob − xbybzb lying in the CB of the dolphin, xi is parallel to the
axis of the ith link, zi is perpendicular to the axis of the ith link
in the vertical plane, and the y-axis follows the right-hand rule.

Next, we define some vectors to express some key positions
like CB of every link. Let ci denote the CB of ith link expressed
in Oi − xiyizi , and li denote the origin Oi of Oi − xiyizi ex-
pressed in its prior frame for body joints (i = w, f ) or expressed
in Ob − xbybzb for the flippers (i = l, r). θi denotes the angle
between the ith link and the horizontal plane. ϕi denotes the
relative joint angle of the ith link (i = w, f ), which denotes the
angle between two neighboring links, and rotational angle for
each flipper (i = l, r). Therefore, we have θi = θb +

∑i
j=w ϕj

(i = w, f ) and θi = θb + ϕi (i = l, r). Notice that all joint an-
gles are anticlockwise positive. Since the orientation of the body
reference frame relative to the inertial frame can be described
through a series of three rigid body rotations about specified
coordinates axes (i.e., Euler angles, yaw ψ, pitch θ, and roll
φ), we define gRi as the transformation matrix from the body-
fixed moving reference frame Oi − xiyizi to the global inertial
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reference frame Og − xgyg zg

gRi =

⎛

⎝
cψicθi −sψicφi+cψisθisφi sψisφi+cψicφisθi
sψicθi cψicφi+sψisθisφi −cψisφi+sθisψicφi
−sθi cθisφi cθicφi

⎞

⎠(2)

where c and s are abbreviations for cos and sin, respectively.

B. Kinematic Analysis

In general, the robotic dolphin swims in water with transla-
tional velocity vb = (vx, vy , vz )T and angular velocity ωb =
(ωx, ωy , ωz )T with respect to the inertial frame, both ex-
pressed in the body frame. The position of the robotic dolphin,
rb = (x, y, z)T , is the vector from the origin of the inertial frame
to the origin of the body frame. In this notation, the kinematics
of the robotic dolphin can be described as

g Ṙb = gRbω̂b

ṙb = gRbvb (3)

where ω̂b is the hat operator of ωb , which is given as

ω̂b =

⎡

⎣
0 −ωz ωy
ωz 0 −ωx
−ωy ωx 0

⎤

⎦ . (4)

Since the robotic dolphin is viewed as a multilink body sys-
tem, we need to give all the translative velocities and the angular
velocities of the links. It is not difficult to obtain the position
of the CM of the ith link with respect to the global inertial ref-
erence frameOg − xgyg zg through coordinate transformations,
which takes the following form:

ri = rb +
i−1∑

j=b

gRj lj + gRici (i = w, f)

ri = rb + gRblb + gRici (i = l, r). (5)

Then, the translative velocities g vi of the CM of the ith link
with respect to the global Ogxgyg zg can be derived by taking
the time derivative of (5)

g vi = ṙi . (6)

Similarly, one can obtain the angular velocities gωb of the
robotic dolphin based on (3). For the rest links, the angular
velocity relative to the global inertial frame contains two parts:
One is produced by the rotation of the moving link itself, and
the other is derived by the rotation of the main body

gωi = gωb + gRiωi. (7)

C. Lagrangian Modeling

In order to deduce the Lagrangian modeling of the system,
we first select the generalized coordinates. Considering that
the joint angles of the robotic dolphin are directly and indepen-
dently actuated with motors and thus represent the fully actuated
DOF of the system, we only choose the relative underactuated
DOF of the system including the position and orientation as the
generalized coordination, which has the following vector form:

q =[X , Y , Z, Φ, Θ, Ψ]T . Therefore, one can obtain the gen-
eralized velocities that are defined as the time derivative of the
generalized coordination, q̇ =[Ẋ , Ẏ , Ż, Φ̇, Θ̇, Ψ̇]T .

In essence, robotic dolphin can be viewed as a class of simple
mechanical systems, where the Lagrangian L(q, q̇) is defined as
the difference between the kinetic energy and potential energy
of the system. Therefore, one can write the Lagrangian equal to
the sum of potential energy and kinetic energy, which contains
both the translational and the rotational kinetic energy of the
robotic system

L =
r∑

i=b

1
2
g vi

T Mi
gvi +

r∑

i=b

1
2
gωiIi

gωi + E (8)

where Mi and Ii denote, respectively, the mass and inertia ma-
trices of the ith link including added mass effects. E is the
potential energy of the system.

Furthermore, letX = x,Y = y,Z = z, Φ = φb , Θ = θb , and
Ψ = ψb , one can rewrite the Lagrangian as

L = L(X,Y,Z,Φ,Θ,Ψ). (9)

Thus, the Lagrange’s equations of the second kind can be
given by

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

FX = d
dt

∂L
∂Ẋ

− ∂L
∂X

FY = d
dt

∂L
∂ Ẏ

− ∂L
∂Y

FZ = d
dt

∂L
∂ Ż

− ∂L
∂Z

τΦ = d
dt

∂L
∂ Φ̇

− ∂L
∂Φ

τΘ = d
dt

∂L
∂ Θ̇

− ∂L
∂Θ

τΨ = d
dt

∂L
∂ Ψ̇

− ∂L
∂Ψ

(10)

where FX , FY , and FZ represent the compositions of the hy-
drodynamic forces on the xg -axis, yg -axis, and zg -axis, respec-
tively. τΦ , τΘ , and τΨ are the moment about the CB of the robotic
dolphin.

D. Potential Forces Analysis

When swimming in fluid, the robotic dolphin is subject to
two main potential forces of gravity and buoyancy, which re-
sult in the potential energy in Lagrange’s equations. Appar-
ently, the gravitational force, denoted by G, acts in the positive
(downward) inertial zg direction at the center of gravity (CG).
Likewise, the buoyant force, denoted by B, acts in the nega-
tive (upward) direction at the CB of the robot. To facilitate the
analysis, we assume that the robotic dolphin always gets a force
balance between the gravity and buoyancy. Note that the CB is
always incoincident with the CG, but locates above the CG for
a steady state that will generate an extern torque during swim-
ming. Here, we further assume that the CB is coincident with
the CG for waist, fluke, and flippers because of their relative
little volume and nearly evenly distributed masses, and only
calculate the gravitational torque around the CB of the whole
body. Assume rGB denotes the vector from the CB to the CG in
the body coordinate frame, the resulting gravitational torque on
the robot can be written as follows:

τgravity = gRbrGB ×G. (11)
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Fig. 5. Wind frame and aerodynamic angles relative to body frame of
the robotic dolphin.

E. Hydrodynamic Analysis

As usual, unsteady hydrodynamics of a robot swimming in
a fluid is extremely complex [28]. Hydrodynamic forces and
moments are from both viscous and inviscous effects. For sim-
plicity, we first assume the fluid in which the robotic dolphin
swimming is inviscid, incompressible, and irrotational, as well
as infinite in whole swimming area [29]. So, the 3-D fluid effects
can be neglected. Besides, the forces and moments due to the
added mass and inertia are included separately in the Lagrange
model, as shown above. Thereby, the state of the fluid will not
be explicitly monitored here. The hydrodynamic forces on the
robot depend on the velocity and orientation of the robot relative
to the fluid, denoted by the vector vr that can be viewed as the
sum of the robot velocity and the current velocity. Indeed, it
does not change the dynamic analysis if the current velocity is
taken to be zero, since the difference between the motions with
or without currents is simply the superposition of the current
velocities onto the robot motion without currents.

Hydrodynamic forces on a moving object may be easily ex-
pressed in a wind frame as lift, drag, and sideforce [30]. Now,
we take the body part for example, and the other parts including
waist, fluke, and flippers have the similar analysis. First, we de-
fine a wind frame, denoted by OW − xW yW zW , to derive the
hydrodynamic forces, which has the same origin with the body
frame, and the xW -axis pointing in the direction vr , as shown
in Fig. 5. The orientation of the wind frame relative to the body
frame will be described by two aerodynamic angles, the angle
of attack αb and the sideslip angle βb , which can be defined as

αb = actan
(
vrz
vrx

)

; βb = acsin
(
vry
||vr ||

)

. (12)

Then, we can obtain the transformation matrix from the wind
frame to the body frame

bRW =

⎡

⎣
cosαb cosβb − cosαb sinβb − sinαb

sinβb cosβb 0
sinαb cosβb − sinαb sinβb cosαb

⎤

⎦ . (13)

Hydrodynamic forces containing the lift Lb , drag Db , and
sideforce SFb expressed in the wind frame could take the fol-
lowing forms in a simple quasi-steady model [30]:

wFb =

⎛

⎝
−Db

SFb
−Lb

⎞

⎠ =

⎛

⎝
− 1

2ρv
2
rbSbCDb(αb, βb)

1
2ρv

2
rbSbCSF b(αb, βb)

− 1
2ρv

2
rbSbCLb(αb, βb)

⎞

⎠ (14)

where ρ denotes the density of the fluid; vrb is the body velocity
relative to the fluid; Sb is the characteristic area of the body part;
CDb ,CSF b , andCLb indicate the coefficients of drag, sideforce,
and lift, which are the functions of aerodynamic angles αb and
βb , respectively.

The hydrodynamic moments in the wind frame have the sim-
ilar forms as follows:

w τb =

⎛

⎝
τDLxb
τDLyb
τDLzb

⎞

⎠

=

⎛

⎝
− 1

2ρv
2
rbSbCτ bx(αb, βb)

1
2ρv

2
rbSbCτ by (αb, βb)

− 1
2ρv

2
rbSbCτ bz (αb, βb)

⎞

⎠ +Kbωb (15)

where Cτ bx , CτBy , and CτBz are the coefficients of hydro-
dynamic moments around the wind axes; Kb is the rotational
damping matrices, and other variables have the same meanings
as the ones in (14).

According to the Lagrange model mentioned above, we need
to obtain the hydrodynamic forces and moments expressed in
global inertial frame

gFb = gRb
bRw

wF b (16)

g τb = gRb
bRw

w τb . (17)

As for the fluke, it has the similar hydrodynamic analysis, ex-
cept for considering its deflecting angles ϕi . Eventually, we can
obtain the hydrodynamic force gFi and moment g τi expressed
in the global inertial frame.

Based on the analysis mentioned above, one obtains the gen-
eralized forces and moments expressed in the global inertial
frame as follows:

⎛

⎝
Fx
Fy
Fz

⎞

⎠= gF b + gFw + gF f + gF l + gF r +G+B (18)

⎛

⎝
τΦ
τΘ
τΨ

⎞

⎠ = g τ b + g τw + g τ f + g τ l + g τ r + τgravity (19)

As a result, through solving these equations above, one can
estimate the propulsive performance of the robotic dolphin and
further develop closed-loop control methods for the robotic
dolphin.

F. Simulation Case

In this section, we give a simulation case about continuous
diving and surfacing motions to validate the developed hydro-
dynamic models. Through modulating the rotational angles of
flippers, the robotic dolphin can realize diving or surfacing under
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TABLE II
PARAMETER VALUES USED FOR HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS

Part Mi (kg) Ii (×10−4 kg·m2) li (m) ci (m) Si (m2)

Body 6.423 [127 0 –17; 0 742 0; –17 0 707;] (–0.307,0,0)T (0,0,0)T 0.0154
Waist 0.8784 [7 0 0; 0 18 0; 0 0 16;] (0.174, 0, 0)T (0.082,0,0)T 0.0076
Fluke 0.0972 [1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 1;] (0.179, 0 ,0)T (0.039,0,0)T 0.0088
Left flipper 0.04968 [0 0 0; 0 0 0; 0 0 0;] (–0.127,0.062,0.029)T (0.010,0.037,0)T 0.0061
Right flipper 0.04968 [0 0 0; 0 0 0; 0 0 0;] (–0.127,0.062,0.029)T (0.010,–0.037,0)T 0.0061

Note thatMi and Ii all contain added mass and added inertial mass yet. Actually, the massMi of each part used in simulation is a diagonal
matrix. Here, we only present the element value for space saving. Besides, the inertial masses of flippers are negligible in reality.

a certain forward speed resulting from oscillations of waist and
fluke joints. Since only vertical motions are considered in the
simulation, we can simply set Y = 0, Ψ = 0, and Φ = 0 in La-
grangian models. Some configuration parameters of the robotic
dolphin are tabulated in Table II. In detail, the mass properties
are directly measured, and the position vectors and the angu-
lar inertia matrix are obtained from the mechanical model in
Solidworks. Besides, other key parameters are listed as fol-
lows: ρ=1000; rGB=(0, 0, –0.03)T ; B = G = 61.25 (without
the water quality multiprobes) or 70.95 (with the water quality
multiprobes).

Considering the simulation only focuses on the diving and
surfacing motions in the vertical plane, we can acquire a rela-
tively simple form for the hydrodynamic coefficients of every
part, including body, waist, fluke, and two flippers. In the ver-
tical plane, the hydrodynamic coefficients of robotic dolphin
could be simplified as a function about the angle of attack αi .
As usual, these hydrodynamic coefficients could be determined
using a verity of methods, such as airfoil theory, computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) methods, flight tests, etc., [31], [32]. Here,
the CFD method is employed to analyze the hydrodynamic per-
formance of the robotic dolphin. In order to pursue an accurate
and convenient CFD simulation result, the commercial software
ANSYS including ICEM CFD and Fluent is utilized. Refer to
our previous work for the detailed simulation process [33]. As
an illustrative example, we merely give the hydrodynamic co-
efficients CDl , CLl , and Cτ ly of the left flipper, and do not
sequentially list all the coefficients of every part

CDl(αl) = 1.555α2
l − 0.003αl + 0.034 (20)

CLl(αl) = 1.725αl (21)

Cτ ly (αl) = −0.314αl. (22)

Fig. 6(a) shows the control signals for the robotic dolphin
in the simulation. For a successful diving or surfacing mo-
tion, the robotic dolphin first needs to gain a certain propulsive
speed through flapping its waist joint and fluke. Here, we set
the characteristic parameters of the CPGs for waist and fluke
as m0 = 30.70, m1 = 35.08, ω = 16, h1 = 4.0, h2 = 5.0, and
ϕ = π/2. The control signal of the fluke joint has a slightly
smaller phase lag than the signal of the waist joint [see the
short dotted lines in Fig. 6(a)]. Once achieving a certain for-
ward speed, the robotic dolphin begins to rotate its flippers to
obtain the pitch torques allowing diving or surfacing motions. In
this simulation, the rotational angles of the flippers are chosen

as 25◦ for diving and −25◦ for surfacing. As shown in Fig. 6(a),
at the beginning (t = 0–10 s), the robotic dolphin only flaps
the waist joint and fluke, and maintains the rotational angles of
two flippers as 0◦. Hence, the robotic dolphin exhibits forward
swimming. When t = 10 s, the flippers are rotated 25◦, and the
robotic dolphin begins to dive. When t = 25 s, the robotic dol-
phin rotates the flippers by −25◦ for surfacing. In Fig. 6(a), we
only provide the first 40 s control signals. Actually, the whole
simulation lasts 70 s, and the other diving and surfacing process
is followed in next 30 s.

Fig. 6(b) and (c) illustrates the relevant trajectories and
propulsive velocities from simulations, respectively. As can be
observed, the robotic dolphin swims forward and travels nearly
25.32 m in the xg -direction. In the vertical plane, several mo-
tions are exhibited. At the first 10 s, the robotic dolphin realizes a
forward swimming with theZ nearly 0 m. After t = 10 s, a con-
tinuous diving and surfacing motions are executed. Specifically,
the yaw angle Θb shows alternatively positive and negative vari-
ations. Because of the asymmetrical body shape of the robotic
dolphin in the x–y plane, the hydrodynamic coefficients in div-
ing and surfacing motions are different, leading to different pitch
angles in these two motions. Accordingly, the robotic dolphin
cannot swim back to the same depth with the same locomo-
tion time (10 s) in both diving and surfacing motions. From the
simulation results, the propulsive velocity is varying when the
flippers operate. As shown in Fig. 6(c), the propulsive velocity
reaches 0.38 m/s when diving, followed by a slight decrease in
surfacing. In the meantime, the propulsive velocity shows alter-
natively positive and negative variations in the vertical plane.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To validate the proposed mechatronic design and swimming
performance of the developed robotic dolphin, extensive ex-
periments have been conducted. Specifically, these experiments
mainly consist of two groups, laboratory experiments for ba-
sic propulsive performance analysis and field experiments for
real-world applications of water quality monitoring.

A. Experimental Setup

The laboratory experiments were carried out in an indoor
pool with dimensions of 5 m long, 4 m wide, and 1.4 m deep.
In order to effectively measure the propulsive performance of
the swimming robotic dolphin, a motion measurement system
based on a global vision system is constructed. In particular,
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Fig. 6. Simulations of dolphinlike motions. Note that X , Z , and Θb

are displacements and yaw angle in the global inertial reference frame,
respectively. vx , vz , and ω are the propulsive velocities and angle velocity
in the global inertial reference frame, respectively. (a) Control signals.
(b) Moving trajectories. (c) Propulsive velocities.

some color markers need to be attached to assist in detecting
the robotic dolphin. The camera of the motion measurement
system locates about 1.9 m above the water and timely records
the motions of the robot. At the same time, a custom-built mo-
tion measurement software in the host PC detects the robot
position according to the video stream from the camera [34].
More specifically, a red marker following a yellow one was at-
tached on the top of the robotic dolphin to effectively analyze
the propulsive performance. A combination of adaptive bilateral
filtering and k-means clustering can then be used to accurately
segment out the color markers. According to the centers of these

Fig. 7. Comparison between the simulated and experimental forward
speed. (a) Relationship between oscillation frequency, amplitude, and
forward speed. (b) Comparative tests of forward speed at f = 1.25 Hz.

markers, the velocity and posture of the robotic dolphin can be
estimated.

B. Experiments on Straight Swimming

The first experiment focused on the propulsive performance
of forward swimming. The characteristic parameters of the
adopted CPGs were set as h1 = 4.0, h2 = 5.0, and ϕ = π/2;
Amplitude I: m0 = 30.70 and m1 = 35.08; Amplitude II:
m0 = 18.70 and m1 = 35.08. The average speeds were mea-
sured with the oscillation frequencies ω varying from 12 to
20 with an increment of 2. At the same time, a comparison
between dynamic model’s prediction and experimental data
was made to verify the conducted dynamic analysis. Fig. 7(a)
plots the comparison between the simulated and experimen-
tal data with different oscillatory frequencies and amplitudes.
It should be noted that ω was converted to actual frequency
f by combining the control period (20 ms, decided by the
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Fig. 8. Testing of diving and surfacing motions. (a) Snapshot of the
diving and surfacing motions. (b) Plot of measured pitch angle.

timer of the microprogrammed control unit) and the number of
discrete points over an oscillatory period of CPGs. As can be
seen, experimental results are in good agreement with simu-
lated data, verifying the effectiveness of the established dynamic
model. More specifically, the forward speed is proportional to
the oscillatory frequency. A larger oscillatory amplitude results
in a higher speed. More careful inspection indicates that the
experimental forward speed begins to decrease when the fre-
quency is beyond 1.5 Hz at Amplitude I, but the simulated
data continues to increase. The possible reason is that the used
motors fail to track the desired amplitude and frequency in a
bigger group. Furthermore, Fig. 7(b) plots the comparison be-
tween the simulated and experimental forward speed at ω = 16
(i.e., f = 1.25 Hz). It can be seen that the simulated data are
fairly in good agreement with the experimental data, except the
oscillatory amplitude.

C. Experiments on Diving and Surfacing

Next, we explored the maneuverability of the robotic dol-
phin through performing diving and surfacing motions. For the
sake of successful implementation of diving and surfacing, the
robotic dolphin needs to utilize both body joints and flippers.
The former including waist and fluke is employed to achieve
a certain propulsive speed, and the latter is used to generate
the pitch torques under the function of the propulsive speed.
Fig. 8 illustrates the whole process of diving and surfacing mo-
tions. For an autonomous surfacing motion, the largest diving
depth is set as 1.2 m. A snapshot of the diving and surfacing
motions is depicted in Fig. 8(a). The robotic dolphin began to
dive via adjusting the rotational angle of the flippers by 45◦ and
flapping both waist and fluke. Meanwhile, the pitch angle of

the dolphin body was increasing. Once the water depth reached
1.2 m that was perceived by the onboard pressure sensor, the
robotic dolphin immediately rotated the flippers by −45◦, and
started to surface. According to the pitch angle data plotted
in Fig. 8(b), which are gathered from the inertial measurement
unit (IMU), the whole process of the posture variation is demon-
strated. Specifically, the pitch angle of the robotic dolphin first
increased with the diving until t = 8 s. Then, a relative steady
maximum pitch angle was reached, about 14.07◦, and lasted
about 4 s (i.e., t = 8–12 s). Next, the surfacing motion was
followed. At the beginning of surfacing, the robotic dolphin
maintained a level posture for about 3 s. A steady pitch angle
of surfacing was ultimately reached, about 11.01◦, smaller than
the diving one. One possibility is that the asymmetrical body
shape, which is also revealed in the simulation results. In short,
thanks to the flipper pair with separate DOF, the robotic dolphin
successfully performs expected diving and surfacing motions.

D. Field Experiments on Water Quality Monitoring

For the sake of examining the operational performance of
the developed robotic dolphin, some field experiments on wa-
ter quality monitoring were conducted at Changu Reservoir of
Yushu city, in the hinterland of the Tibetan Plateau. The Changu
Reservoir (around 3800 m over the sea level), located in the
southeast of Yushu, is a very important reservoir in Three-River
Source National Nature Reserve. Therefore, the water quality
has received special attentions from local people. In this experi-
ment, we employed the maneuverable robotic dolphin to collect
the water quality data including pH value, electrical conduc-
tivity, temperature, etc. Through wireless communication, the
robotic dolphin was commanded to travel the expected area for
collection of the relevant water quality data, and then transmit-
ted these data to the control console in real time. The acquired
data from sensors can be displayed timely, involving the attitude
information from the IMU, position information from the GPS,
and mostly important water quality information from the water
quality multiprobes. According to the onsite data monitoring,
the pH value, electrical conductivity, and water temperature
of the water at Changu Reservoir are 6.9, 34.35 us/cm, and
14.2 ◦C, respectively. These data are also plotted as some dy-
namic curves changing with time so that the variation of water
quality tendency over time can be identified. Moreover, onsite
data processing makes fast and timely water quality monitoring
come true, which is superior to the laboratory tests. Fig. 9 shows
one of the swimming trajectories from GPS. The success of field
experiments indicates that the self-propelled and self-contained
robotic dolphin is a suitable and promising propulsion platform
for aquatic mobile sensing, which requires maneuverability and
realtimeness. Accidently, to the best of our knowledge, the mo-
bile quality water quality monitoring with a robot is achieved
for the first time on the Tibetan Plateau.

E. Discussion

Bioinspired robotic dolphins, taking inspiration from nature,
have been shown to be capable of fast and agile movements in
complex underwater environments. Depending on a waist–fluke
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Fig. 9. Field tests of the robotic dolphin performing water quality
monitoring.

dorsoventral structure and a flipper pair, the developed robotic
dolphin successfully replicates dolphinlike propulsion and ma-
neuvers, although there is still a gap with natural dolphins. Now,
some standard AUVs using screw-type propellers are also em-
ployed for the water quality monitoring. Although these AUVs
may have faster speeds, they usually have poor flexibility and
large noise, which are not suitable for cluttered underwater ar-
eas. Conversely, the robotic dolphin, learning from the nature,
adopts the dorsoventral propulsive mechanism, which endows
the robot with higher maneuverability, lower noise, and higher
security. In the field tests, the robotic dolphin is able to freely
swim through complex underwater environments even with wa-
ter weeds, whereas the propellers may be prone to destruction
due to becoming tangled in underwater weeds. This reveals
the superiority of bioinspired dolphinlike propulsion over tradi-
tional propellers in some certain situations. The application of
water quality monitoring at Changu Reservior verifies the good
adaptability of the robotic dolphin in filed environments.

Despite successfully implementing real-world monitoring,
the developed robotic dolphin has some limitations. First, the
external installation of water quality multiprobes is unavoid-
able to bring some negative impacts on the hydrodynamic per-
formance, although it is adopted for easy replacement. With
carrying of additional multiprobes, the propulsive speeds have
decreased about 10% at least. Therefore, an internal installation
may be a better means to drag reduction. Second, the employed
motors for the robot can be updated for higher speeds and mo-
ments. During the development of the robot, considering that
the application of water quality monitoring does not require
fast swimming, a cruising speed of 0.5 BL/s is preset. Actually,
the robotic dolphin obtains a swimming speed of 0.55 BL/s,
satisfying the design requirement. However, it is far less than
the leaping-oriented robotic dolphin peaking 2.85 BL/s [16], let
alone natural dolphins. Therefore, in the next generation, we
will consider to improve the propulsive abilities of the robotic
dolphin. At last, an excellent capability of path planning and
tracking is also needed when the robotic dolphin operates in
large water areas.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have developed a novel bioinspired robotic
dolphin for water quality monitoring. Unlike traditional water-
proof skin and glue sealant styles, we design a hard pressure
shell made of polyformaldehyde and dynamic seals so as to
strengthen the adaptability and safety of the robotic dolphin in
field environments. For the purpose of fast and smooth transi-
tion between multimodal motions, a CPG-based control method
is utilized. To predict the propulsion ability of the robotic dol-
phin, a 3-D dynamic model based on the Lagrangian method
is constructed. Comparative results on forward swimming and
diving and surfacing maneuvers verify the effectiveness of the
hydrodynamic analysis. Finally, real-world robotic experiments
on water quality monitoring at Changu Reservoir demonstrate
the good feasibility and potentiality of the robotic dolphin. As
is clearly shown by both laboratory and field experiments, self-
propelled and self-contained robotic dolphin is well suited to
aquatic mobile sensing.

The ongoing and future work will concentrate on adaptive
path planning and trajectory tracking control [35]–[39] for a
task-oriented robotic dolphin. Thereby, the robotic dolphin will
have a better adaptability and intelligence in complex underwa-
ter environments.
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